We analytically compute, through the six-and-a-half post-Newtonian order, the second-order-ineccentricity piece of the Detweiler-Barack-Sago gauge-invariant redshift function for a small mass in eccentric orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole. Using the first law of mechanics for eccentric orbits [A. Le Tiec, Phys. Rev. D 92, 084021 (2015)] we transcribe our result into a correspondingly accurate knowledge of the second radial potential of the effective-one-body formalism [A. Buonanno and T. Damour, Phys. Rev. D 59, 084006 (1999)]. We compare our newly acquired analytical information to several different numerical self-force data and find good agreement, within estimated error bars. We also obtain, for the first time, independent analytical checks of the recently derived, comparable-mass fourth-post-Newtonian order dynamics [T. Damour, P. Jaranowski and G. Shaefer, Phys. Rev. D 89, 064058 (2014)].
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a useful synergy between various ways of tackling, in General Relativity, the twobody problem. In particular, the effective-one-body (EOB) formalism [1] [2] [3] [4] has served as a focal point allowing one to gather and compare information contained in various other approaches to the two-body problem, such as post-Newtonian (PN) theory [5, 6] , self-force (SF) theory [7, 8] , as well as full numerical relativity simulations.
The aim of the present work is to extract new information on the dynamics of eccentric (non-spinning) binary systems from both analytical and numerical SF computations along eccentric orbits around a Schwarzcshild black hole. This new information will concern both the usual PN-expanded approach to binary systems, and its EOB formulation (which, as we shall see, is particularly useful for transforming the information between various gaugeinvariant observable quantities).
The first gauge-invariant quantity we shall consider is the generalization to eccentric orbits of Detweiler's [9] inverse redshift function, namely the function
introduced by Barack and Sago [10] . The notation here is as follows. The two masses of the considered binary system are m 1 and m 2 , with the convention m 1 ≤ m 2 (and m 1 ≪ m 2 in SF calculations). We then denote (in our EOB considerations) M ≡ m 1 + m 2 , µ ≡ m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ), ν ≡ µ/M = m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 )
2 . The intensity of the gravitational potential is measured (in EOB theory) by u = M/r (in the units G = c = 1 we use). In Eq. (1) the symbol denotes an integral over a radial period (from periastron to periastron) so that T r = dt denotes the coordinate-time period and T r = dτ the proper-time period. In addition Ω r = 2π/T r is the radial frequency and Ω φ = dφ/ dt = Φ/T r is the mean azimuthal frequency. The first-order SF contribution δU to the function (1), defined by
is conveniently represented as a function of the dimensionless semi-latus rectum p and the eccentricity e of the unperturbed orbit: δU (p, e 
), corresponding to the 3PN level [11] . Then we shall translate our higher-order results on δU e 2 into a correspondingly improved result (6.5PN level) for the EOB potentiald(u) entering the dynamics of eccentric orbits at the p 2 r level. To do this we shall use a recent generalization to eccentric orbits, [11] , of the connection between δU e 0 (u p ) and the O(ν) piece a(u) of the main EOB radial potential [12, 13] . Let us note in passing that this connection has a direct link with what was, historically, the starting point of the EOB formalism, i.e., the (gauge-invariant) "action-angle" (Delaunay) form of the two-body Hamiltonian [14] . Using the relations derived in [11] will allow us to provide, among other results, the first explicit checks (done by a completely different analytical approach) of the recently derived (comparablemass) 4PN dynamics [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
In addition, we will use our improved results for performing several different comparisons with (and information-extraction from) various SF numerical data on eccentric orbits [10, 12, [20] [21] [22] .
Let us finally anticipate our conclusions by recalling that the first work suggesting several explicit ways of extracting information of direct meaning for the conservative dynamics of comparable-mass systems (especially when formulated within the EOB theory) [23] has pointed out other gauge-invariant observables which have not yet been explored by the SF community but which offer, as significant advantage over the presently explored "eccentric redshift" observable, the possibility of probing more deeply into the strong-field regime. Indeed, as we shall discuss below, the expansion of δU (p, e) = δU e 0 (u p ) + e 2 δU e 2 (u p ) + . . . encounters a singularity at the last stable (circular) orbit (LSO) u p = 1/p = 1/6 which prevents 1 one for using current SF calculations on eccentric orbits to explore the domain u p ≥ 1 6 . By contrast, some of the gauge-invariant observables described in [23] allow one, in principle, to explore the O(ν) EOB potentials up to u = 1 3 (corresponding to the Schwarzschild light-ring).
II. HIGH PN-ORDER ANALYTICAL COMPUTATION OF THE SELF-FORCE CORRECTION TO THE AVERAGED REDSHIFT FUNCTION ALONG ECCENTRIC ORBITS
Barack and Sago [10] have introduced a generalization to eccentric orbits of Detweiler's [9] gauge-invariant firstorder SF correction to the (inverse) redshift. This gaugeinvariant measure of the O(m 1 /m 2 ) conservative SF effect on eccentric orbits is denoted as δU (m 2 Ω r , m 2 Ω φ ). It is a function of the two m 2 -adimensionalized fundamental frequencies of the orbit, Ω r = 2π/T r and Ω φ = Φ/T r where T r is the radial period and Φ the angular advance during one radial period. It is given in terms of the O(m 1 /m 2 ) metric perturbation h µν , where
µν (x α ; m 2 ) being the Schwarzschild metric of mass m 2 ] by the following time average
Here, we have expressed δU (which is originally defined as a proper time τ average [10] ) in terms of the coordinate 1 One should, however, note that if one does not expand δU (p, e) in powers of e, one can, in principle, be sensitive to the EOB potentials up to up = 1 4 corresponding to the marginally bound motion with e = 1 and p = 4.
time t average of the mixed contraction
[Note that in the present eccentric case the so-defined k µ = u µ /u t is no longer a Killing vector.] In Eq. (5) we considered δU as a function of the dimensionless semi-latus rectum p and eccentricity e (in lieu of m 2 Ω r , m 2 Ω φ ) of the unperturbed orbit, as is allowed in a first-order SF quantity. In addition, U 0 denotes the proper-time average of u t = dt/dτ along the unperturbed orbit, i.e., the ratio U 0 = T r /T r | unperturbed . The quantities p and e are defined by writing the minimum (pericenter, r peri ) and maximum (apocenter, r apo ) values of the Schwarzschild radial coordinate along an (unperturbed) eccentric orbit as
They are in correspondence with the conserved (dimensionless) energy E = −u t and angular momentum L = u φ /m 2 of the background orbit, via
The domain of the p-e plane parametrizing bound eccentric orbits is defined by
As is well known, the values of the frequencies Ω r0 and Ω φ0 along an unperturbed eccentric orbit, as well as the periastron advance Φ 0 = 2πK = 2π(1 + k) (in the notation of [24, 25] ), the proper-time radial period T r0 = dτ and therefore U 0 = T r0 /T r0 , are expressible in terms of elliptic integrals. For instance,
where EllipticK is a complete elliptic integral. Though it is not manifest in Eq. (9), Φ 0 (as well as the other above-mentioned quantities) is an even function of e, as e.g., exhibited in Eq. A.8 of [14] . The correction δU is equivalent to the correction δz 1 to the (coordinate-time) averaged redshift z 1
namely
We have analytically computed δU (p, e) at second order in eccentricity and up to order O(1/p 15/2 ), which corresponds to the 6.5PN order. Our computation is based on an extension of the technology we used in our previous papers, see notably [16, 26] . The crucial modification that we needed to tackle in the present eccentric analytical calculation was the existence of two orbital frequencies Ω r0 and Ω φ0 in the motion. As a consequence, the nine (original 2 ) source terms in the ReggeWheeler-Zerilli equations have a structure of the type f (r)e imφ0(t) δ(r − r 0 (t)) that must be evaluated along the unperturbed particle motion r 0 (t), φ 0 (t).
Up to order e 2 included, the motion is explicitly given by
where
Note that one could conveniently express both r and φ/K = 2πφ/Φ 0 as periodic functions of the "mean anomaly" ℓ = Ω r0 t. [The time origin is chosen so that t = 0 (and ℓ = 0, modulo 2π) corresponds to an apoastron.]
The expansion of the source-terms (which originally contain δ(r − r 0 (t)) and at most two of its derivatives) in powers of e generates, at order e 2 , up to four derivatives of δ(r − m 2 /p) in the even part and up to three in the odd part. This expansion gives rise to multiperiodic coefficients in the source terms, involving the combined frequencies ω m,n = mΩ φ0 + nΩ r0 (14) with n = 0, ±1, ±2 when working as we do up to order e 2 .
For the present computation we have used, for the Green function, the Mano-Suzuki-Takasugi [27, 28] hypergeometric expansions up to multipolar order l = 4 and our PN-expanded solution for l > 4. A feature of our formalism is that, in order to compute the regularized value of h uk t , we do not need to analytically determine in advance the corresponding subtraction term, because we automatically obtain it as a side-product of our computation [by taking the l → ∞ limit of our PN-based calculation]. The expansion in powers of u p ≡ 1/p of the constant B to be subtracted from δU is found to be 
As usual the low multipoles (l = 0, 1) have been computed separately, as in Eq. (138) of Ref. [20] . The corresponding (already subtracted) contribution to δU is the following 
Here δU e 0 (u p ) is the circular orbit Schwarzschild SF result which has been determined to very high PN accuracy in previous works [29, 30] 
We have also included in Eq. (17) 
as well as the 3PN-accurate O(e 6 ) contribution [21] 
III. CONFIRMATION OF RECENTLY DERIVED 4PN RESULTS
We are going to show that the 4PN-level restriction of our 6.5PN O(e 2 ) result, Eq. (18), provides the first 3 independent analytical confirmation of the recently derived 3 Note, however, that the 4PN-level logarithmic terms in [19] agree with their previous determinations [22, 23, 31] .
4PN dynamics [16] [17] [18] [19] . In order to connect δU (p, e) to the EOB formulation [17, 19] of the 4PN dynamics we make use of the recent results of Ref. [11] . The first step for making this connection is to transform the e 2 -expansion of δU into the corresponding e 2 -expansion of δz 1 . In view of the first Eq. (11), the coefficients of the e 2 -expansion of δz 1 ,
are, because of the e 2 -dependence of U 0 (p, e), linear combinations of several coefficients in the e 2 -expansion of δU (apart from the O(e 0 ) Schwarzschild contribution which is simply δz
where 
exactly coincides with the coefficient of νu 4 on the righthand-side of Eq. (8.1b) in Ref. [19] . As far as we know this is the first confirmation of the recently derived 4PN dynamics beyond the limit of circular orbits.
In addition, Ref. [20] (Table III) 
and this agrees, within the error bars, with the corresponding numerical estimates of Ref. [20] , namely
Note that this additional agreement is a check both of the validity of the 4PN dynamics and of the relation (5.26) in [11] [All the checks done in Ref. [11] 
Again, this further agreement is a check both of the validity of the 4PN dynamics and of the relations derived in [11] . [Noticeably, the 4PN contribution to the EOB q(u) potential does not involve ln(u). 
These estimates are compatible with our corresponding 5PN level results within "one sigma" for the constant coefficient and within "two sigma" for the (significantly smaller and less accurately determined) logarithmic coefficient.
Ref. [19] , generalizing the work of Ref. [26] and using an effective-action approach, has shown that the secondorder tail contribution to the two-body action (Eq. (9.19) in [19] ) implied the existence of a 5.5PN-level term in the dynamics of eccentric binaries. In particular, they derived the following 5.5PN contribution to the EOBD potential,
This term agrees with our independently derived 5.5PN contribution tod(u), Eq. (26). Let us note in passing that the high fractional errors in the estimates of the 5PN term in δU EOB potentials a(u),d(u) derived in [23] , and the relation between a(u) and δz e 0 1 (u) [13] , together with accurate numerical calculations of a(u) and δz e 0 1 (u) in the strong-field domain, 0 < u < 1 3 , Ref. [12] computed the value of the functiond(u) in the interval 0 < u ≤ 1 6 (see Table VI and Fig. 8 there) . They also suggested that the functiond(u) diverges at the light-ring ∝ (1 − 3u) −5/2 . In the present work we succeeded in deriving the 6.5PN-accurate expansion ofd(u), see Eq. (26) . In panel (a) of Fig. 1 we study the convergence of the successive PN estimates towards the SF numerical data of Ref. [12] . Near the LSO they are ordered from bottom to top as: 5PN, 4PN, 5.5PN, 6.5PN, and 6PN. Note that the best PN approximation is not provided by the formally most accurate 6.5PN one but by the previous one, i.e, by the 6PN approximant.[This is related to the fact the 6.5 PN level contribution has a large and negative coefficient.] Note in particular that the 6PN approximant predicts a value ofd at the strongest field point 1/6 (Last Stable Orbit, LSO) equal tod 6P N (1/6) ≈ 0.664, which is rather close to the numerical valued(1/6) = 0.690(8) [12] and that, besides that point, its largest discrepancy with numerical data is ≈ +3 × 10 −3 at u p = 1/7.4. In panel (b) of Fig. 1 we compare (on the interval 1/10 ≤ u ≤ 1/6) the numerical data of Ref. [12] to two different analytical fits. One fit is the PN-like one given in Eqs. (9.40) and (9.41) of Ref. [19] . We derived the other one by fitting to the data of [12] a simple Padé-like functional form incorporating both some weak field information (first two PN terms) and the light-ring behavior ofd(u) suggested in [12] . Our best-fit Padé-like representation ofd(u) reads
If we do not consider the LSO data point (which has a rather large numerical uncertainty, ∼ 8 × 10 −3 ), the maximal difference of the Padé-like fit, Eq. (38), from the numerical data is about 5 × 10 −3 , while the maximal difference from the numerical data of the PN-like fit [19] is about 4 × 10 , and therefore belongs to the O(e 2 )-level deviation from circularity. Let us now compare the ∼ 6-digit accurate calculations of δU (p, e) of [10] both to our high-order PN determination of O(e 2 ) effects and our best-fit representation of the strong-field data ond(u) [12] . In order to do this comparison we needed to extract from the sparse numerical data on the function of two variables δU (p, e) estimates of our theoretically convenient functions of only one variable δU e 2 (u p ) and δU e 4 (u p ), Eq. (17). Actually, we found it useful to work with the e 2 decomposition (21) of δz 1 (p, e) rather than that of δU (p, e). Therefore, as a first step we converted the numerical data in Table IV of [10] into numerical data for δz 1 (p, e) (using Eq. (11) and the exact elliptic-integral value of U 0 (p, e)). The result of this first step is displayed in Table I .
Among the data listed in Table I we could not make use of those providing only one or two values of e for a given value of p. This eliminates the data for p = 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.5. In addition, we could not use the entry p = 8 because of the lack of data for e = 0.1 and e = 0.2 which made it impossible for us to extract useful information. For the other data, we extracted an estimate of δz 1 (p) = δz 1 (p, e = 0) encoded in the high-accuracy fit (model 14) provided in Ref. [12] . We considered the subtracted and rescaled data
Then we extracted two different estimates of δz 1 (u p ) in terms of the two EOB potentials a(u) and d(u). Then we replaced a(u) by model 14 of Ref. [12] andd(u) by the PN-like fit of Ref. [19] . The second theoretical estimate, displayed in the third column of Table  II , is the straightforward PN expansion of δz (24), is in good agreement with the numerically extracted data for u p 0.1 (p 10), it fails to capture the numerical data as one approaches the LSO. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that our first theoretical estimate correctly predicts a change of sign of δz It is important to note that this change of sign close to the LSO is a simple consequence of the singular behavior of the function δz 
Here the first "homogeneous" contribution is defined as the expression that would remain if a(u) andd(u) were set to zero. The second term δz [We are using here the fact that EOB theory predicts that the various EOB potentials are regular at the LSO. Their first singularity is located at the light-ring u = 1/3 [12] .] This means that we can theoretically predict the singular behavior at the LSO of the full δz e 2 1 (u) from the sole knowledge of the main EOB potential a(u). Using as above model 14 of Ref. [12] we explicitly find the following singular behavior δz e 2 th 1
with the following numerical values
The fact that c −1 is positive then predicts that δz
which is negative in the weak-field domain (u ≪ 1) must change sign before reaching the LSO, thereby explaining the change of sign found above. Let us mention the simple link existing between δz the function ρ(u) (introduced in [23] ) measuring the precesssion of small eccentricity orbits. Eliminatingd(u) between Eq. (36) and the similar expression, derived in [23] , linking ρ(u) tod(u), a(u), a ′ (u) and a ′′ (u) we find
As ρ(u) is a regular function near the LSO this relation shows that the origin of the LSO-singular behavior of δz
VI. GOING BEYOND THE O(e 2 )-LEVEL
A. Comparison with O(e 4 ) information extracted from SF results
We have indicated above how we extracted the O(e 2 ) contribution δz e 2 1 (u) to δz 1 (p, e) from a part of the data listed in Table IV of [10] . The procedure we used, based on representing the subtracted and rescaled data δz 1 , Eq. (39), either as a + be 2 or a ′ + b ′ e 2 + c ′ e 4 gives also an estimate of the O(e 4 ) contribution δz e 4 1 (u) to δz 1 (p, e), namely the value of b. In addition, the difference |b ′ − b| gives an estimate of the error bar on δz Table  III .
In the second column of the latter table we compare the so extracted numerical estimates to the values of δz e 4 1 (u p ) predicted by the straightforward PN expansion, Eq. (25), deduced from the 4PN knowledge of q(u), [19] , together with the results of Ref. [11] . [Because of the four derivatives of a(u) entering Eq. (5.27) there we found that the use of model 14 leads to inaccuracies too large for getting reliable results.] It is satisfactory to notice that the theoretical estimates are compatible within about   FIG. 3 . Numerical SF data points (from Ref. [21] ) for δU (p, e) are compared with the sum of δU (p, 0) (given by model 14 in [12] ) and of the PN-expanded analytical prediction of Eqs. (18), (19) , (20) . We consider the two extreme eccentricities listed in Table II of [21] , namely e = 0.05 and e = 0.4.
twice the indicated error bars for all points except for the last two (near LSO) ones. This indicates that with the present data it seems rather difficult to extract accurate strong-field information going beyond the current theoretical knowledge of δz e 4 1 (u p ).
B. Comparison with SF results on eccentric orbits
In an attempt to bypass the difficulty of decomposing the numerical function δz 1 (p, e) (or for that matter δU (p, e)) into various powers of e 2 we also performed direct comparisons between numerical data on δU (p, e) and the combined theoretical result obtained by summing: (i) model 14 for δU (p, e = 0); (ii) our 6.5PN-accurate result, Eq. (18) for the e 2 contribution, (iii) the 4PN-accurate result, Eq. (19), deduced above and (iv) the 3PN terms for the e 6 contribution given in Eq. (4.53d) of Ref. [21] . Such a comparison is done in Fig. 3 using as numerical data points a sample of the SF data recently computed in Ref. [20] . The agreement exhibited in Fig. 3 is rather satisfactory and confirms the difficulty in extracting from numerical data information beyond the current theoretical knowledge.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Let us summarize our main results. The gauge-invariant self-force O(m 1 /m 2 ) correction δU to the averaged inverse redshift function U (m 2 Ω r , m 2 Ω φ , m 1 /m 2 ) = dt/ dτ along an eccentric orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole can be viewed as a function of the (dimensionless) semi-latus rectum p and the eccentricity e of the (unperturbed) orbit. The func- [19] into the relations recently derived in [11] . [The present knowledge of the next term δU e 6 (u p ) is limited at the 3PN-level, Eq. (19), see Ref. [21] .] We gave the corresponding results for the selfforce correction δz 1 = −U −2 δU to the averaged redshift z 1 = 1/U = dτ / dt, see Eqs. (24) and (25) .
Using the relations derived in [11] , we converted our 6.5PN expansion of δU e 2 into the corresponding 6.5PN-accurate expansion of the O(ν) contribution tod(u) to the second radial EOB potentialD(u; ν) = 1 + νd(u) + O(ν 2 ) (which enters the dynamics of eccentric orbits at the p 2 r level), see Eq. (26) . The 4PN-level comparison between the latter result and the recently derived 4PN-accurate EOB Hamiltonian [19] , has given us the first independent analytic confirmation of the 4PN dynamics beyond the limit of circular orbits. We also showed that recent numerical computations of self-force effects along eccentric orbits [20] gave two more (numerical) confirmations of the 4PN dynamics, at the O(e 2 ), and at the O(e 4 ) levels, see Eqs. (29) and (30) and Eqs. (32) and (33) . The same numerical computations gave a further rough confirmation of the 5PN contribution to our 6.5PN O(e 2 ) result, see Eqs. (35) and (36). Finally, we pointed out that our result has also confirmed the recent calculation of the 5.5PN contribution to the O(e 2 ) dynamics achieved in [19] .
In addition to confirming and extending various postNewtonian and effective-one-body results describing the dynamics of eccentric orbits, we have directly compared our high-order analytic results to various numerical calculations of self-force effects in eccentric orbits [10, 12, [20] [21] [22] . The results of our comparisons are displayed in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 and in Tables II and III . This comparison shows that our high PN order results accurately agree with numerical results up to gravitational potentials u ≤ 0.1 (corresponding to semi-latus recta p ≤ 10). On the other hand, in the strong-field domain 0.1 ≃ u ≃ 1 6 , a good agreement with the recent eccentric redshift self-force data is reached (as illustrated in Fig. 2 ) only if one replaces the current 6.5PN expanded analytic knowledge of O(e 2 ) effects by combining EOB theory (which describes O(e 2 ) effects by the secondary potentiald(u)) with analytic fits of the EOB potential d(u) obtained from previous numerical self-force data on the precession of small-eccentricity orbits [12, 22] .
We hope that our new, analytic 6.5PN O(e 2 ) results will help to extract more information from numerical selfforce calculations both at the order O(e 2 ) and at higher orders in e 2 . From the point of view of EOB theory (and of its application to comparable-mass binaries) it would be most useful to extract information about the third O(ν) EOB radial potential (beyond a(u) andd(u)), namely the function q(u) entering O(e 4 ) effects. The preliminary analysis we presented in Section VI A indicates what is needed for this. One would need a denser set of dedicated self-force computations containing, for various values of u p = 1/p uniformly (except for an increased density near 1/6) covering the interval 0 ≤ u p ≤ 1/6, a set of small-enough eccentricity values able to accurately extract the coefficient of the O(e 4 ) contribution to δz 1 (p, e).
In this respect, let us end by commenting on the analytic structure of the function δz 1 (p, e) . Note, first, that when expanding δz 1 (p, e) in powers of e 2 , the coefficients of the successive powers of e 2 have an increasingly singular behavior near the last stable orbit (LSO) at p = 6. To start with, δz e 0 1 (p) = δz 1 (p, e = 0) is regular at the LSO (as follows, say, from its EOB link with the first O(ν) EOB potential a(u) whose first singularity is at the light-ring [12] . Then, the O(e 2 ) piece δz e 2 1 (u p ) has a ∼ 1/(1 − 6u p ) singularity at the LSO. We numerically computed in Eqs. (41) and (42) 
Note that the presence of a ∼ 1/(1 − 6u) singularity in δz (46) Note that, as in Eq. (40), the first "homogeneous" contribution is analytically known (and LSO-regular); the second term is a linear combination of a(u) and its first four derivatives; the third term is a linear combination ofd(u) and its first two derivatives; while the fourth and last term is proportional to q(u) and explicitly given by 
We only know the 4PN level expansion of the EOB potential q(u) [19] , q(u) = c 2 u 2 + c 3 u 3 (see Eq. (8.1c) in [19] ) and, in particular we do not know the value of q(u) at the LSO (besides the fact that the EOB theory predicts that q(u) is regular near the LSO). We see, however, from Eq. (47), that, near the LSO, the effect of q(u) is O ((1 − 6u) 2 ). On the other hand, the terms δz .
Using the model 14 analytic fit of a(u) [12] together with our Padé like fit, Eq. (38), ford(u) (which, according to Fig. 1 b seems to better capture the LSO behavior ofd(u)), we deduce, from Eqs. (46) and (47), that the theoretically predicted LSO behavior of δz 
explore the two-body dynamics behind it (say in its EOB formulation to be concrete) only in the mediumstrong-field domain 0 < u < In view of this limitation, we recommend that the selfforce community make an effort to implement the suggestions made in Ref. [23] . Indeed, [23] (notably see Sec. VI there) suggested several different ways of extracting gauge-invariant information from self-force theory that might be useful for informing the dynamics of comparable-mass binaries (notably in its EOB formulation). In particular, [23] suggested to compute the gaugeinvariant functional link θ(E, J) between the (total, conserved) energy E and angular momentum J and the scattering angle θ of hyperbolic-like orbits. To avoid having to correct for the effect of the radiation-damping part of the self-force (though an appropriate method for doing so was provided in [33] ) it would be best to compute the function θ cons (E, J) associated with the conservative part of the self-force. As mentioned in [23] , the function of two variables θ cons (E, J) contains "ample information for determining the functions entering the EOB formalism." We note in particular here that this function has the potential of probing the functionsd(u), q 2n (u) in the full strong-field domain 0 < u < 1 3 . This information would usefully complement the recent work [34] which succeeded in probing the dynamics of comparable-mass binaries by extracting θ(E, J) from full numerical relativity simulations of hyperbolic-like close binary black hole encounters.
